a chunhuali66@163.com Keywords: natural partial orders; abundant quasi-ideals; (bi-)order ideals; ample semigroups. Abstract. The aim of this paper is to study ample semigroups by using natural partial orders on abundant semigroups. After giving some properties and characterizations of abundant quasi-ideals on ample semigroups, we prove that there exists an idempotent-separating good congruence  on an abundant quasi-ideal M of an arbitrary ample semigroup S, which can be extended to an idempotent-separating good congruence on S. In this paper, we develop an approach to the structure of ample semigroups inspired by the semigroup algebra theory of Mario petrich for inverse semigroups.
Introduction
The concepts of the natural partial orders on an abundant semigroup were introduced by Lawson [5] in 1987. After that, various classes of abundant semigroups are researched (see, [ 4, 7 ] )by considering the natural partial orders on abundant semigroup. In this paper, we shall study the IC-abundant semigroups by considering their natural partial orders and (bi-)order ideals. In particular, we will consider abundant quasi-ideals on ample semigroups. Some properties on IC-abundant semigroups and ample semigroups will be described in terms of their natural partial orders and their abundant quasi-ideals. We shall proceed as follows: section 2 provides some known results. In section 3, we give some characterizations of the abundant quasi-ideals on IC-abundant semigroups (e.g., IC-quasi-adequate semigroups). The last section we consider the abundant quasi-ideals and idempotent-separating good congruence extensions on ample semigroups.
Preliminaries
Here we provide some known results used repeatedly in the sequal. At first, we recall some basic facts about the relation [3] if and only if each * L class and each * R class contains at least one idempotent. An abundant semigroup S is called quasi-adequate [2] if its set of idempotents constitutes a subsemigroup ( i.e., its set of idempotents is a band). Moreover, a quasi-adequate semigroup is called adequate [6] if its bands of idempotents is a semilattice (i.e., the idempotents commute). An abundant semigroup S is called ample [6] , 
Lemma II .6 [ 4] Let  be a good congruence on a quasi-adequate semigroup S . Then  is idempotent-separating if and only if .
, the we call F a bi-order ideal of ( ) E S , where ( .
Properties of abundant quasi-ideals on IC-quasi-adequate semigroups
The aim of this section is to give some properties and characterizations of the natural partials on IC-quasi-adequate semigroups. PropositionIII.1 Let S be an IC quasi-adequate semigroup and Q a quasi-ideal of S . AQ denotes the set of abundant elements of S . Then the following statements are true:
(1) ) (Q E is a bi-order ideal of ) (S E ; (2) AQ is an order ideal of S ; (3) AQ is an abundant quasi-ideal of S ; (4) AQ is an IC-quasi-adequate semigroup.
Since S is a quasi-adequate semigroup, we have that fg is an idempotent element of S . Let x be an inverse element of fg . We can see that gxf 
Obviously, M is abundant. This means that M is an abundant quasi-ideal of S . Next, we prove that ).
We only need to prove ). 
We only need to prove inverse inclusion. Let
, and so
This completes the proof.
Abundant quasi-ideals on an ample semigroup
In this section, we will consider abundant quasi-ideals on ample semigroups. Let R be a relation on a semigroup S , S b a  , and N denote the set of all non-negative integers. We define a relation as follows:
We call the above relation a Sequence of elementary  R transitions connecting a to b [8] . The proof is completed.
Theorem IV.2 Let M be an abundant quasi-ideal on an ample semigroup S and  an idempotent-separating good congruence on M . Then the following statements are true: 
